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Intentional Teaching Framework (ITF)

KNOW
Learn about current information on child 
development and how to interact with 
children in ways that promote social, 
behavioral, and cognitive development.

SEE
Learn to identify effective educator-child 
interactions in others as well as in their 
own interactions.  

DO
Engage in effective educator-child 
interactions, including role playing during 
a workshop, courses, planning lessons 
during a staff meeting, and implementing 
the practices directly during daily 
classroom activities.

REFLECT
Observe and critically analyze their own 
teaching to become more effective. 
This takes place through a variety of 
formats such as self-analysis, one-on-
one conversations with a peer, coach, or 
supervisor, and group discussions.

IMPROVE
Use the information from the reflection to 
plan and implement positive, quantifiable 
changes to teaching practices.
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Using the ITF to Design Your Coursework 
on the EEdU | CDE Template

IMPROVE: What are the competencies that you want your students 
to be able to demonstrate?
• Specific, descriptive, and focused
• Linked to child outcomes, state and national standards
• Communicated clearly and upfront to students
• Focused on student improvement over time through feedback and support
• Able to be measured by evidence of learning

KNOW: What do students need to know before they can do?
• Readings: Include articles and tip sheet
• Presentations and videos
• Quizzes
• Brief interactive opportunities (motivation to complete)

SEE: What opportunities do students have to become reliable observers?
• Scaffold Learning to See
• Video models (view multiple times)
• Opportunities to analyze video
• Opportunities to reflect on how they would do this
• Interactive quiz with video

DO: How do you set the stage for doing and then have them do?
• Scaffold implementation of practice (low stakes to high stakes)
• Case Studies/Role play
• Assignments that build toward application in the field (what they need to do before

they apply to practice)
• Practice in the field and capture

REFLECT: What opportunities and questions do you offer to guide 
them toward improvement?
• Support self-reflection (Notice behaviors of children and self)
• Group (constructive peer feedback)
• Instructor feedback
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